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From the Principal’s Desk | Farewell
“It’s sad, but sometimes moving on with the rest of your life, starts with goodbye.” (Carrie Underwood)
It is with mixed emotions that I write this last letter to The University School family as the principal of this school. Making
the decision to leave was not an easy one, since in my short stay I have grown to love some aspects of my role and
some of the wonderful persons I have met here.
It has been a privilege to have been the principal of this prestigious institution, to work with and support some truly
outstanding students, some very committed and supportive staff, and some wonderful parents who understood and
were grateful for my vision.
I arrived at The University School in August 2020 – 5 months into the COVID-19 pandemic and the closure of schools.
With an institution of the age and prestige of this school, I felt that my primary role was to protect its DNA and to
ensure the preservation of its holistic nature and core values - Learn, Grow, Motivate, Stay Positive, Work Together- to
name a few. My secondary goal was to move the school forward by bringing about essential change. Within a
supportive environment, these two goals are not mutually exclusive.
With my “Servant-Leader” style of leadership, I eagerly set about trying to accomplish my two goals. Steering a school
during a pandemic was not an easy task. When I arrived, face-to-face learning had already been replaced with a
well-organized synchronous virtual mode of delivery. With my background in Educational Technology, it was easy to
continue to facilitate this and to strengthen the skills of the teaching staff’s use and integration of technology through
professional development workshops (Using and integrating Nearpod and Jam board, for example). Our extracurricular programmes had halted due to the pandemic, and it became important to motivate and encourage the
staff to host all our events virtually. Therefore, we held virtual sports days in 2021 and 2022, and in the same period,
virtual Christmas concerts, Carnival events, a Showcase of Talent, not forgetting our regular school functions such as
the 2020 and 2021 Graduation, Achievement Day, and Lower School Promotions Day ceremonies.
The journey was not without its challenges. In the second year of my tenure, two critical positions became vacant –
those of Vice-Principal and Dean. Operating without the assistance of these two officers and dealing with the various
challenges was overwhelming. However, in the words of Enid Blyton “The best way to treat obstacles is to use them
as stepping-stones. Laugh at them, tread on them, and let them lead you to something better.” Motivating myself
with this and similar quotations, I worked with the senior teachers and curriculum leads to achieve my goals.

In my opinion, a period of two years is a very short time for a principal to effect significant impact, especially
amidst impeding factors. However, some of the new initiatives over the last two years were : the introduction of
Technology Education in the school’s curriculum, Appreciating West Indian Literature (which combined the Read
Aloud and Say Aloud competitions), Tales and Poems from Around the World (celebrating our families from other
parts of the world), The Poetry Slam (highlighting our young poets), the Mental Health Programme in Junior 3F(to
help students manage their emotions), the One-Day Virtual Conference (a post SEA activity), and a renewed
focus on reading and penmanship. These are just some of the changes that have happened during the past two
years. Many of these could not have been achieved without the support of a committed staff. None of these
compromised or threatened the core values of The University School which have remained sacrosanct.
As I leave you, what are my disappointments and what are my proudest and favourite moments? I am sad that
the pressures of the job meant I never had enough time to do many of the things I would love to have done, for
example implementing a programme for hybrid learning and a Student Support Services unit. However, the
excellent SEA results, significant development in Creative Writing skills among our Upper School teachers, and the
brilliant performances of our students in the 2022 Music Festival, compensate for these disappointments.
What am I most proud of? This is difficult to answer as I have been proud of The University School every day since
I started. Perhaps, I am especially proud of four things. Firstly, I am proud of successfully managing the school
during a pandemic and maintaining its educational stability and holistic nature amidst the many challenges.
Secondly, I am proud of introducing the first ever Poetry Slam and One-day Virtual Conference. Thirdly, I was
extremely proud of the very successful phased Return to Physical School Plan, which I crafted with the help and
support of a very skilled and dynamic Safe Operations Team to whom I will always be grateful. Last, but not least,
I am proud of my warmth and visibility as a principal. I will forever cherish the “Afternoon Chat with the Principal”
last term, and the daily “meet and greet” at the drop-off point on mornings.
As I come to the end of this letter, I would like to thank the Council, and in particular, former Chair, Dr. Stacy
Richards-Kennedy, for giving me the opportunity to be the principal of this outstanding institution. I thank
especially, those persons at The University School who worked particularly closely with me over the past two years,
and who supported my vision and direction for the school. I will not mention them all by name as I do not want to
omit anyone, but I refer to all members of the administrative staff, the support staff, senior teachers, curriculum
leads and the parents and teachers who supported me behind the scenes. They know who they are, and I thank
them from the bottom of my heart for what they do for the school as well as for what they have done for me
personally.
I am moving on to continue my career in education as a consultant, but I will always remember the students at
The University School. I have only had one term to interact with you in person, but I will always remember your
beautiful smiles when we greeted each other at the drop-off point on mornings. Your very intelligent and brilliant
dialogues touched me deeply and left me in awe of the beautiful human beings that you are. Thank you for the
experiences and memories that you have gifted to me and for the wonderful expressions of thanks and best
wishes I have received from so many of you. I will cherish these memories forever and your little gifts have already
found a home in a very special place in my house. I wish every one of you the very best for the future, wherever
it may take you.
“Today, we smile at life again knowing that we are in the best place for the next moment” (Julian Ferdinand, 2016).

Farewell & Good Luck
Ms. Vidale

Ms. Vidale
&

Dr. Bascombe-Fletcher
Finance Assistant, Ms. Donna Vidale and Principal, Dr. Patricia Ann BascombeFletcher proudly display some of the tokens of appreciation presented to them
by the students at the Quadrangle on Thursday 7th July 2022.

Here is a close-up view of a few of the tokens created by the talented children of The University School.

The University School hosted its first in-person Graduation
Ceremony, since the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic, on
Tuesday 28th June. The ceremony, in honour of the Class
of 2022, highlighted the achievements of the graduating
students and reminded them of many memorable
experiences during their primary school careers.
The ceremony included memorable performances, one of
which was a song by Judah Boney, one of our Junior 4
students. The graduating students performed a piece on
steelpan, under the guidance of Mrs. Latisha Mc SweenGriffith and an original choral speaking piece written by
Dellon Mathison, which reinforced the theme of the
graduation ceremony, ‘Be the Best Version of You’.

The Quest for Personal Excellence
Written by ZOE GREENIDGE, Student of the Class of 2022

The Junior 5 students hosted the first virtual oneday conference entitled, “The Quest for Personal
Excellence” on Thursday June 23rd, 2022. The
conference featured the astounding Dr. Julian
Ferdinand. The two Junior 4 classes were our
special guests.
During this enlightening conference, everyone
learnt life changing attitudes that we should all
aspire to have. Here are a few:
1. Have a CANI attitude – Constant And

Never-ending Improvement
2. Can Do and Do It Now attitude
3. Read uplifting books and
4. Make a difference!
Students
paid
great
attention and were very
engaged in Dr. Ferdinand’s
talk. I wrote down notes
that stood out to me. At the
end of the conference
there
were
many
comments and questions.
comments and amazing questions. Dr. Ferdinand
was clearly impressed by some of the questions
and sometimes he was left speechless!
Overall “The Quest for Personal Excellence” was
educational, inspirational, and packed with many
life lessons. It was an honour to host Dr. Ferdinand
and a great privilege to learn from him. All
students now have great life lessons to carry with
us into secondary school and the rest of our lives.
I am looking forward to reading his book gifted to
us, “The Journey: Destined for Greatness”. It will
be an educational read for my classmates.

Feedback from the students of the Junior 4 classes
on the one-day virtual conference, “The Quest for
Personal Excellence”:
“What I liked most was the part when he said, “you
are not the best if you can be better.” This inspired
me to work harder. Luke Moses
“I thought it was good and inspiring. I also learned
to be careful when choosing friends.” Chikelue
Chidobelueze
“I learned that when you make mistakes, they
don’t mean that you are a failure, and you should
just give up. I also learned that you should make
friends with people who support you in a good
way and that people distract you from your goals
to become better than you, therefore you should
choose
your
friends
wisely.”
Zara
Ramlackhansingh
“I enjoyed this conference. It taught me to never
underestimate myself.” Alyssa Narinesingh
“It was very informative and inspirational. It
encouraged me to work harder and realize that
the small things turn into things that will matter in
life and death.” Julien Baboolal
“I learnt many things from the conference – you
can fail but you are not a failure; choose your
friends wisely and adopt a ‘CAN I’ attitude.” Mrs.
Kanhai

The “Quest for Personal Excellence” conference
will certainly be a fixture on The University School’s
Calendar in the new academic year 2022-2023.

As the July/August vacation begins, the office
hours of operation have been adjusted. The
office will be open for business from 8:00 a.m. to
2:00 p.m. daily, except on public holidays.
The staff can be contacted via telephone at 221
5494 or via email:
Ms. Donna Vidale

finance@universityschool.edu.tt

Ms. Leisl Solange Julien administration@universityschool.edu.tt
Mrs. Crystal Charles office.assistant@universityschool.edu.tt

